
                                                                 
 
What happens when you mix an acid and a base? When put together acids and bases react with 
each other and create a gas called carbon dioxide. Sometimes you can see, and even hear, this 
gas being made as the reaction fizzes, bubbles, or erupts! 

Celebrate the fall season while investigating acids and bases with your own APPLE VOLCANO! 

You will need: 

• An apple 
• Baking soda 
• Vinegar (you can also try lemon juice) 
• A dish to set your apple in 
• And adult to help cut your apple 
• Dish soap if you want a foamier reaction (soap catches more of the carbon dioxide from 

the reaction) 
• Food coloring if you want a more dramatic volcano 

Have an adult help core the apple. You only need to remove the top part; do not have the hole 
go all the way from the top to the bottom of the apple. Put the apple on a plate. Add baking 
soda to the hole in the apple. Add a drop of dish soap and food coloring if you want. Pour some 
vinegar on top of the baking soda, sit back and watch the reaction!! You can try this experiment 
more than once, changing the amount of baking soda or vinegar you use. 

After you finish your volcano experiment try this one!  
Ever wonder why apples turn brown after they are cut? This is because an enzyme in the apple 
reacts with oxygen in the air to produce melanin and helps to protect the apple when its cells 
are damaged. This is the brown that you see. Use your observations skills to examine how this 
process happens. 

You will need: 

• A plate 
• Lemon juice 
• An apple (You can use the one from your volcano or experiment with different types of 

apples) 
• An adult to help cut a slice out of the apple 

Label the plate with the type of apple if you are testing more than one. Have an adult help cut a 
slice out of the apple. Place the apple slice and the apple on the plate. Coat the apple slice only 
with lemon juice and start observing! Did the apple slice or the place it was cut from turn 
brown first? Did all parts turn the same color of brown? Does the brown parts of the apple 
taste different? Do different types of apples change color more or less? 


